Abstract: Underwater acoustic communications (UAC) feature frequency-dependent signal attenuation, long propagation delay and doubly-selective fading. Thus the design of reliable UAC protocols is challenging. On the other hand, cooperative relay communications, which have been extensively studied in terrestrial environments, are promising paradigms for reliable communications. However, their application to UAC has not been thoroughly explored. In this study, the authors will design an asynchronous relaying protocol to achieve reliable underwater communications. This new scheme accounts for and takes advantage of the unique characteristics of UAC channels. To avoid time synchronisation difficulty in UAC, and facilitate energy-efficient relay processing, asynchronous amplify-and-forward relaying is adopted in the protocol. In addition, precoded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is chosen to address the frequency selectivity issue in UAC, while collecting ample multipath diversity provided by the channel and enabled by the asynchronous relaying design. To demonstrate the performance of the protocol, the end-to-end signalto-noise ratio is derived, the average pair-wise error probability is evaluated and the maximum collectable diversity is also proven. Simulations and comparisons are presented to corroborate the analyses and design.
been proposed in the literature to address the time synchronisation difficulty. In [4] , an Alamouti-type cooperative scheme with 2 or 4 relays is designed based on time-reversal distributed space-time block code. By incorporating effects of relaying asynchronism into equivalent delayed multipath channels, the scheme is resistant to timing errors among relays. However, it is still sensitive to propagation delay variance within each Alamouti pair, and the asynchronous direct-link transmission is not considered. In addition, the Alamouti-type design retains space diversity, but no multipath diversity is collected. In [21, 22] , asynchronous protocols with a single relay are analysed. In these schemes, the relay forwards source signals to the destination right after processing. At the destination, the asynchronism between the direct link and the relay link is resolved under an ideal assumption that signals received from the source and the relay can be perfectly separable.
In this paper, we propose a practical asynchronous relaying protocol tailored for UAC: asynchronous amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying with precoded OFDM (AsAP). The AsAP scheme combats time asynchronism with practical assumptions, and achieves reliable data communications by utilising the sparse nature of UAC channels [23] . Consider a dual-hop multi-relay UAC system, where the source signals are modulated with grouped linear constellation precoding (GLCP) OFDM [24] . All relays simply amplify the received signal and forward to the destination in an asynchronous mode. Full-duplex transmission can be implemented at the relays. With these designs, the AsAP protocol can address the UAC difficulties while taking advantage of the unique UAC features. On one hand, the asynchronous AF relaying avoids time synchronisation difficulty and facilitates simple relay processing. On the other hand, the precoded OFDM resolves frequency selectivity issue of the UAC channel and collects both space and multipath diversity. Due to the sparsity of underwater channels [23] , the asynchronism naturally converts space diversity into resolvable multipath diversity, which can be collected by precoded OFDM. In addition, the GLCP retains the high spectrum efficiency without data rate loss. To further improve the efficiency, full-duplex relay transmission [25, 26] can be adopted in AsAP, thanks to the separation of hydrophones and transducers in UAC devices and the directional transmission of transducers [21] . The analysis of full-duplex AsAP will not be included in this paper. To demonstrate the merits of our AsAP protocol, we derive the end-to-end SNR, the average pair-wise error probability (PEP) and the maximum collectable diversity (MCD) gain. Our protocol achieved reliable communication with high diversity without suffering data rate loss. In addition, simulations and comparisons are provided to verify the performance of our AsAP protocol, and to reveal the effects of system parameters, such as number of relays and channel taps, and amplification factors.
The contribution of this paper lies in the following aspects. First, we derived the performance for relay communications with GLCP. The result is only available for point-to-point communications in [24] . Second, we analysed the achievable diversity of GLCP relay systems with non-uniform channel variances. In the literature, the diversity study assumes equal tap variance. However, underwater multipath channel is featured with decaying energy profile, where each channel delay tap has a unique propagation-distance-dependent variance. Third, multiple AF amplifying protocols are designed and the effect of different relay amplifying protocol is studied.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We first introduce the underwater acoustic system and channel in Section 2. The AsAP protocol is presented in Section 3. The performance analysis and simulation results are illustrated in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, summarising remarks will be given in Section 6.
Notation: In this paper, bold upper-case and lower-case letters are used for matrices and vectors, respectively; (·) H denotes the Hermitian operation; diag(v) is a diagonal matrix with v as its diagonal entries; | · |, || · || and det(·) represents the absolute value, Euclidean distance and determinant, respectively; 'mod' is used as the modulo operator; E b [a] is referred to as the average of variable a conditioned on variable b; CN (m, s 2 ) stands for a complex Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance σ 
Underwater channel model
Compared with terrestrial radio frequency (RF) channels, UAC channels exhibit different features: frequency-dependent signal attenuation and sparse multipath.
Signal attenuation model
In the literature, empirical underwater acoustic signal propagation models are established [27] , and later introduced into UAC [28] . Underwater acoustic signal attenuation A is both distance D and frequency f dependent
where k is the path loss exponent which reflects the geometry of acoustic signal propagation. For example, k = 2 is used for spherical spreading, k = 1 is for cylindrical spreading, and k = 1.5 is referred to as practical spreading. In this paper, k = 1.5 is used if not otherwise specified. The frequency dependency is captured by a( f ), which is given by Thorp's formula [27] 10 log a(f ) = 0.11 f
In (1) and (2), the units are: D in km, f in kHz.
Multipath channel model
Due to the slow acoustic signal propagation and discrete reflections from the surface/bottom, UAC channels also feature long yet spare channel delay taps. Due to the slow propagation of acoustic waves underwater (v acoustic = . 1500 m/s), signals reflected from the sea surface and/or bottom arrive at the receiver with distinct delays. This results in a sparse multipath channel [29] . Each reflection path obeys the propagation rule in (1) . Thus a UAC channel of length L is represented as h: 
where A(d l , f ) is the attenuation computed as in (1) and d l is the propagation distance of the lth arrival, which is determined by the number of reflections with the channel geometry described in [30] . Γ l is the reflection loss of acoustic waves. In addition, each non-zero tap is characterised by its delay time t l = d l /v acoustic . In Fig. 1 , we plot a snapshot of the sparse acoustic channel in sea trial RACE08 at a 1000 m transmission distance [7] . The unique features of underwater acoustic channels have great impacts on the protocol design of RA-UAC. We will design a practical RA-UAC protocol in the next section.
AsAP relay protocol design
In RA-UAC, accurate time synchronisation among all nodes is hindered by the slow and variant signal propagation, and the characteristic of the UAC channel is sparse and multipath. Thus asynchronous relaying scheme is proposed in our protocol. In terrestrial RF communications with dense multipath, this asynchronism will easily cause diversity loss due to multipath collision. In our protocol design, however, we deliberately choose to allow such asynchronism to take advantage of the sparse nature of underwater acoustic channels. In fact, by this simple asynchronous approach, space diversity is transformed into multipath diversity. To collect the rich multipath diversity in RA-UAC, we resort to the GLCP OFDM technique. Hence, there is no need for any special means of dealing with space diversity. The resultant scheme is termed as asynchronous amplify-and-forward relaying with precoded OFDM (AsAP).
System setup
In AsAP, we consider a dual-hop multi-relay system with one source node s, R relay nodes r ∈ {1,…,R} and one destination node d, shown in Fig. 2 . The AsAP end-to-end transmission consists of three phases. First, the source generates information symbols modulated with GLCP OFDM, and broadcasts them. In the second phase, each relay amplifies its received signal and asynchronously forwards it to the destination right after processing. Finally, the destination collects all asynchronously arriving signals and decodes them. The signal processing flowchart for one equivalent source-relay-destination (S-R-D) path is shown in Fig. 2 . The detailed processing at each phase will be elaborated in the following section.
In AsAP systems, we assume that the channel for each link is block-stationary, and the additive noise is white complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance N 0 as in [4] . In addition, to facilitate our system description, we adopt the following notations. F denotes the N-point fast Fourier transformation (FFT) matrix with
. . , N − 1}, and F H is the inverse FFT (IFFT) matrix. In addition, h i,j , i, j ∈ {s, r, d} represents the channel vector between node i and j, andh i,j = Fh i,j is the frequency domain (FD) channel response.
Transmission protocol 3.2.1 Source transmission:
At the source, each OFDM symbol x is precoded with GLCP and then broadcast to the relays and the destination. The GLCP consists of two steps: grouping and precoding. We adopt the optimal grouping rule in [24] , which maximises diversity and coding gain. The grouping is performed as follows. For a precoding size K, the data symbolx of length N is first divided into consecutive K blocks, each of size M, then the mth (m ∈ {1,…,M}) element from each block is selected to form a group, denoted by a vectorx m . All possible group vectors form a finite constellation set A K . This procedure can be mathematically represented as:x m = C mx , where C m := I N (I m , :) is a K × N selection matrix with the K rows chosen from an N × N identity matrix I N , and the index of the K rows are defined in the set I m . For optimal grouping, each row set is chosen as
In the second step, each group vectorx m is encoded with precoder matrix Q K of size K × K. To achieve the maximum diversity gain, Q K is designed as in [24] . Then, the coded groups are reassembled to form the precoded symbolx s . The entire GLCP process can be represented as
To overcome ISI, cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted after IFFT. Then the generated time-domain symbol x s is broadcast to the relays and destination with transmit power P s . The CP length is properly chosen to address possible asynchronous delay t, which is specified in the following part. To achieve better spectrum efficiency, coarse time synchronisation can be implemented for smaller t.
Relay forwarding:
After propagating through the source-to-relay (S-R) channel, the received signal y r at relay r can be represented as
where H sr is the toeplitz matrix of the S-R channel vector h sr and n r is the noise at relay r.
To compensate the S-R channel fading, each relay amplifies the received signal before forwarding it to the destination. The amplification factor A r is a diagonal matrix with the amplification magnitude for each subcarrier/bit as its diagonal entry, whose value is chosen to assure that the average/instantaneous relaying signal power complies with relay transmit power limit P r . Depending on different performance and computation requirements, the amplification can be implemented either in time domain (TD) or in FD.
In TD amplification, the relay forwarding signal x r is generated by multiplying the amplification matrix directly to the time-domain received signal, that is, x r = A r y r . The amplification factor A r is determined to satisfy the power constraint of the entire transmit symbol. Thus the amplification magnitude A r is the same for each bit in TD, namely A r = A r I, where I is an identity matrix. We consider two TD amplification schemes: the fixed amplification (TD-FA) and the instantaneous amplification (TD-IA). In TD-FA, the amplification factor is computed by complying with the average power constraint: E |A r | 2 ||y r || 2 = (L CP + N )P r . Thus the amplification magnitude can be pre-computed with the average channel power E(||h sr || 2 ) and noise variance N 0 :
For TD-IA, the amplification factor will satisfy the instantaneous power constraint for each OFDM symbol, that is,
Thus the amplification magnitude is 
With TD amplification, the maximum tolerable asynchronous delay (MTAD) t m at the destination will be the difference between the CP length and the greatest S-R-D channel length:
To increase the tolerance to timing asynchronism, each relay can update the forwarding signal's CP with the last L CP samples of the amplified signal. Then the MTAD is prolonged to
In FD amplification, the received signal is first transformed to the FD representation, and then each subcarrier is amplified according to its signal attenuation. Through normal CP removal and FFT, the frequency-domain signalỹ r is represented as
where D sr = diag(h sr ) = diag(Fh sr ) is the diagonal S-R channel matrix, andñ r = Fn r is the FD noise vector. The FD amplified signal is computed as:x r = A rỹr , and the TD forwarding signal is generated by performing IFFT ofx r and CP insertion. In FD amplification, the MTAD at the destination is the same as the TD amplification scheme with CP update in (8) .
We also consider two FD amplification schemes: the subcarrier amplification (FD-SA) and the group amplification (FD-GA). In FD-SA scheme, the power constraint is imposed on each subcarrier i, that is, |A r (i, i)ỹ r (i)| 2 = P r . Thus the amplification factor is obtained as
In FD-GA, because of the GLCP scheme adopted in our protocol, it is also reasonable to constrain the transmit power of each precoding group to KP r , that is, A m ||C mỹr || 2 = KP r , where A m is the amplification magnitude for group m. Then we can obtain the amplification factor as
where
T is an all-one column vector of size K. In these four amplification schemes, the TD-FA scheme possess the feature of simple implementation with less signal processing; the other three schemes are based on instantaneous signal information, thus more signal processing is needed. This will induce extra energy consumption and processing delay, but better performance can be achieved.
Finally, after amplification, all relays will forward the signals to the destination in the same time slot in an asynchronous mode.
Destination decoding:
At the destination, the relayed signals arrive with random delays, which originate from relay location difference, signal propagation variance and random signal processing delay at each relay. Denote the delay of signal from relay r with respect to the arrival time of the direct-link signal as t r . Assume that the maximum delay among all relays is less than MTAD t m . Then after normal OFDM processing, we can express the FD received symbolỹ d as
where D eq is the equivalent end-to-end diagonal channel matrix, which is computed as
In this equation, D sd = diag(h sd ) = diag(Fh sd ) and D rd = diag(h rd ) = diag(Fh rd ) are the diagonal S-D and R-D channel matrices, respectively. Besides, V r is an N × N diagonal delay matrix for relay r, which multiplies each subcarrier i with a corresponding phase factor V r (i, i) = exp(−j2pit r /N ). In addition,ñ eq is the equivalent FD noise vector computed as
whereñ d = Fn d is the FD noise at the destination. Note that the equivalent noiseñ eq has a covariance of
Assume perfect channel state information is known at the destination, the decision statistic is computed by whitening the noise asỹ *
The symbol detector at the destination estimates each transmitted symbol according to the grouping scheme defined by C m . Every K bits in each group are decoded together with maximum likelihood (ML) criterioñ 
Performance evaluation
The AsAP system is designed to attain reliable communications by collecting both space and multipath diversity from the sparse UAC channel. In this section, we will analyse the performance of our proposed AsAP protocol. The end-to-end SNR and the average PEP is adopted as the performance metric, and the MCD is derived accordingly.
SNR of AsAP
At the destination of an AsAP system, the equivalent channel response and noise term at the nth subcarrier are shown in (13) and (14) . The received SNR can be computed as
With the assumption of independent and identically distributed noise with variance N ( f n ) at subcarrier frequency f n , (17) can be expressed as
Note that the end-to-end SNR depends on the amplification factor, the number of relays and the corresponding relay latency. For a single-relay no-direct-link system with fixed amplification scheme in (6), the end-to-end equivalent SNR can be simplified to
is the SNR at receiver j due to transmitter i at the nth subcarrier, and g i,j (n) is the corresponding average SNR. P i ( f n ) is the transmit power density at node i and subcarrier n.
PEP of AsAP
Assume a symbolx [ A K is transmitted, and it is erroneously decoded asx, wherex =x andx [ A K . With ML detection, the corresponding PEP P e is computed as
By defining the error vectorx e =x −x and the error matrix D e = diag(x e ), the Euclidean distance square can be computed as:
whereh eq is the equivalent channel vector in FD
By using the alternative representation of Q function [31] Q
the PEP can be reexpressed as
The average PEP P e for the AsAP system can be computed by averaging overh eq
To find the average PEP, the statistical property ofh eq needs to be examined. Observe from (22) that conditioned on the R-D channel D rd ,h eq is a complex Gaussian vector with mean m eq = 0 and covariance matrixṼ eq . Due to the independency among all channels h i,j , i, j ∈ {s, r, d},Ṽ eq can be calculated as:
Note that the covariance matrix is amplification dependent. We will evaluate the result with the TD-FA scheme for its simplicity. The effects of other amplification schemes will be determined numerically. With TD-FA, (26) can be further simplified as
where V sd and V sr (t r ) are the diagonal covariance matrices of the S-D channel h sd and S-R channels h sr delayed by t r , respectively. The ranks of V sd and V sr (t r ) are L sd,nz and L sr,nz .
Then the average PEP can be readily expressed as:
du. (29) In the above equation, D e and D n are diagonal matrices. However, due to the correlation among delay taps of the equivalent channel at the destination, the covariance matrixṼ eq is not diagonal in general. This renders explicit expression for the average PEP in (29) mathematically intractable. Thus, we will resort to diversity analysis to illustrate the protocol performance.
Diversity of AsAP
In general, the average error performance P e of a communication system can be approximated in terms of P/N 0 as follows
where the exponent G d is referred to as diversity gain and the factor G c is termed as coding gain. Accordingly, as shown in (29), the diversity gain of an AsAP system is related to the determinant. Though the exact expression of the determinant is not available, we can determine the MCD, which is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: (Maximum collectable diversity) The maximum diversity gain of an AsAP system with TD-FA is the minimum of the precoding size and the summation of the number of non-zero taps of the S-D and S-R channels, that is,
n , then the determinant in (29) can be written as:
where l i , i ∈ {0, …, K − 1} are non-increasing eigenvalues of matrix T. Suppose the rank of T is r, then there are r non-zero l i , thus (32) can be rewritten as:
Recall the definition in (30), the diversity gain of the AsAP system is r.
n is diagonal with full rank of K. In addition, according to the precoding matrix design [24] , D e = diag(Θx e ) is also of full rank for any error pairs. Thus the rank of T is determined by the rank of V eq , that is, rank(T) = rank(Ṽ eq |D e | 2 D −1 n ) = rank(Ṽ eq ). For TD-FA,Ṽ eq is shown in (27) . Note that both F and D rd are of full rank, and the rank of V sd and V sr are L sd,nz and L sr,nz , respectively. According to the rank property of matrix summation, we can obtain that rank(Ṽ eq ) ≤ L sd,nz + R r=1 L sr,nz . In addition, the size ofṼ eq is K × K, thus the MCD is also limited by the precoding size K. Therefore, the MCD of the AsAP system is the minimum of K and rank(Ṽ eq ).
Several remarks for this proposition are listed in order here.
MCD achievability:
To collect the maximum multipath diversity, the rank of the covariance matrixṼ eq in (27) needs to equal the sum L sd,nz + R r=1 L sr,nz , and the precoding size K should be no less than this sum. Note that Proposition 1 is valid for any R-D channel statistics. In a special case where the R-D channelh rd is deterministic and non-frequency-selective, namely D rd = D rd I, we havẽ
If the S-D channelh sd and the S-R channelsh sr with delay t r are perfectly separated with no overlap, then the rank ofṼ eq is the sum of all non-zero taps of S-D and S-R links. Thus the maximum diversity can be collected. For Rayleigh-fading R-D channels, the achievability of MCD is not analytically explicit. It will be revealed by simulations in the next section. In addition, the precoding size needs to be sufficiently large to collect the full diversity provided by the channel. However, larger K requires more computation energy. Henceforth, in practical systems, there is a trade-off between diversity collection and energy consumption.
Underwater acoustic channel:
In UAC, channel taps are sparse in nature [29] . Thus in an AsAP system, the relay channels associated with random delays are very likely to be separated. This allows the system to collect space diversity in the form of multipath diversity. Therefore, our AsAP protocol is inherently suitable for UAC. Furthermore, in a single-relay system without direct link, as the number of non-zero S-R channel taps increases, the MCD increases linearly. However, in a multi-relay system, as the number of relays increases, the chance of channel tap collision increases. The collectable diversity will not increase linearly as the number of relays.
Effect of the amplification factor:
The result in Proposition 1 is derived based on the fixed amplification scheme (TD-FA). For other amplification schemes, the MCD is not explicit from the average PEP formula. However, note that the amplification factor will not change the number of independent channel taps, thus the MCD of other amplification schemes will not exceed the value derived for TD-FA in (31) . We will verify the effects of different amplification schemes in the next section.
Simulations
In this section, we simulate the performance of RA-UAC systems with the AsAP protocol. Through comparisons among different scenarios, the benefits of the AsAP design are verified. In addition, the effects of the number of relays and channel taps, and amplification factors will also be discussed.
Simulation setup
Consider an AsAP system with S-D distance of D = 1000 m and mid-point relay. In all simulations, binary phase shift keying signalling is used and bit error rate (BER) is recorded to demonstrate the performance. The OFDM precoding size is chosen to be K = 8. The OFDM symbol size is N = 1024. We use the UAC channel model described in Section 2.2, with the reflection loss being G l = 1/ 2 √ for all paths as in [4] .
Results and comparisons
5.2.1 Benefits of relaying and precoding: Compared with traditional direct-link communications, our AsAP protocol adopts relays to assist data communications and chooses OFDM precoding to collect multipath diversity. Thus we first verify the benefits of these two techniques. For a water depth of 30 m, which generates all channels with two non-zero taps, we simulate the BER performance of the direct-link system and our AsAP system with and without precoding. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . By comparing both systems without precoding, we note that the AsAP system achieves much better performance with about 8 dB coding gain, though both of them have the same diversity gain of 1. By adding the precoding, the direct-link system achieves a diversity gain of 2, which equals to the number of channel taps. For the AsAP system, the precoding collects a diversity gain of 3, which is less than the MCD of 4. The comparison shows that the AsAP system excels the direct-link system with both higher diversity gain and larger coding gain.
Effect of number of channel taps:
The remarks of Proposition 1 indicate that, for a single-relay AsAP system without direct link, the MCD increases linearly with the number of taps of the S-R channel. Since the number of channel taps changes with water depth, we simulate an AsAP system with one relay at different water depths to verify its diversity collection. The BER curves are plotted in Fig. 4 . As water depth decreases from 50-5 m, the number of non-zero channel taps increase from 1-5. Observe from the figure that the AsAP system indeed collects a diversity order the same as the corresponding number of non-zero taps of the S-R channel. This observation also proves that the MCD is achievable under Rayleigh fading R-D channels.
Effect of number of relays R:
Recall that, in multi-relay AsAP systems, the MCD will not increase linearly with the number of relays if channel tap collision exists. In Fig. 5 , we plot the BER curves for AsAP systems with different relays at a water depth of 30 m. The results show that the diversity gains for the AsAP systems with R = 1, 2 and 3 are 2, 3 and 4, respectively. This indicates that the diversity gain increases with the number of relay, yet not linearly.
Effect of amplification factor:
In all simulations above, the adopted amplification scheme is TD-FA. In Fig. 6 , we plot the performance of AsAP systems with all four amplification schemes: TD-FA, TD-IA, FD-SA and FD-GA at a water depth of 30 m. This figure reveals that all schemes collect similar diversity order, which confirms our remark of Proposition 1 that the diversity order of other amplification schemes will not exceed the MCD of the system with TD-FA. The only difference of these schemes is coding gain. Interestingly, all three instantaneous schemes have exactly the same performance and they exhibit about 2 dB coding gain over TD-FA. This confirms that the instantaneous amplification schemes achieve better performance over the fixed TD-FA scheme. However, the higher computation cost and larger signal processing delay induced by the instantaneous schemes render a trade-off between system performance and complexity.
Conclusions
In this paper, we designed a practical asynchronous RA-UAC protocol (AsAP) tailored for underwater systems. The new protocol resolves both the time synchronisation difficulty and frequency-selectivity issue of UAC channels. In the meantime, it exploits the sparsity feature of underwater channels. To improve communication efficiency, full-duplex relay scheme can be adopted. The performance of the AsAP protocol was evaluated with end-to-end SNR, the average PEP and the maximum collectable diversity. Simulations were conducted to verify the merits of the AsAP protocol and to reveal the effects of system parameters. Results indicate that both diversity gain and coding gain are achieved from OFDM precoding and relaying; the collectable diversity increases linearly with the number of channel taps but not linearly with the number of relays; the amplification factor affects only the coding gain but not diversity gain.
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